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Rootkits are the ultimate backdoor, giving hackers ongoing and  virtually undetectable access to the systems they exploit. Now, two of the  world's leading experts have written the first comprehensive guide to rootkits:  what they are, how they work, how to build them, and how to detect them.  Rootkit.com's Greg Hoglund and James Butler created and teach Black Hat's  legendary course in rootkits. In this book, they reveal never-before-told  offensive aspects of rootkit technology--learn how attackers can get in and stay  in for years, without detection.

Hoglund and Butler show exactly how to subvert the Windows XP  and Windows 2000 kernels, teaching concepts that are easily applied to virtually  any modern operating system, from Windows Server 2003 to Linux and UNIX. Using  extensive downloadable examples, they teach rootkit programming techniques that  can be used for a wide range of software, from white hat security tools to  operating system drivers and debuggers.

After reading this book, readers will be able to

	
    Understand the role of rootkits in remote command/control and  software eavesdropping

    
	
    Build kernel rootkits that can make processes, files, and  directories invisible

    
	
    Master key rootkit programming techniques, including hooking,  runtime patching, and directly manipulating kernel objects

    
	
    Work with layered drivers to implement keyboard sniffers and  file filters

    
	
    Detect rootkits and build host-based intrusion prevention  software that resists rootkit attacks

    


Visit rootkit.com for code and programs from this book. The  site also contains enhancements to the book's text, such as up-to-the-minute  information on rootkits available nowhere else.
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Absolute Beginner's Guide to eBay (3rd Edition)Que, 2005
On any given day there are more than 7 million items listed for auction at ebay (ebay), the world's largest online trading community. At the end of its last fiscal quarter, ebay had 49.7 million registered users, more than double the number of users just two years previous. It is estimated that $9.3 billion worth of merchandise, in more than 423...
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Thermal Design of Electronic Equipment (Electronics Handbook Series)CRC Press, 2000

	In a field where change and growth is inevitable, new electronic packaging problems continually arise. Smaller, more powerful devices are prone to overheating, causing intermittent system failures, corrupted signals, lower MTBF, and outright system failure. Since convection cooling is the heat transfer path most engineers take to deal with...
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Search Engine Optimization For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2008
"…cuts through the nonsense, providing a clear, simple and concise explanation of how websites reach top positions in search engines ..." (PC Advisor, September 2006)   

       Why do some sites pop to the top when you search? How do you make yours one of them? You create sites that make search...
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Progress in Pattern Recognition, Image Analysis and Applications: 12th Iberoamerican Congress on Pattern Recognition, CIARP 2007,ValparisoSpringer, 2007
These proceedings offer a written account of the scientific contributions presented at the 12th Iberoamerican Congress on Pattern Recognition (CIARP 2007), held in Vi˜na del Mar-Valpara´ıso, Chile. The aim of the congress was to promote and disseminate ongoing research and mathematical methods for pattern recognition, image...
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Autonomic Computing and NetworkingSpringer, 2009
Autonomic Computing and Networking presents introductory and advanced topics on autonomic computing and networking with emphasis on architectures, protocols, services, privacy & security, simulation and implementation testbeds. Autonomic computing and networking are new computing and networking paradigms that allow the creation of self-managing...
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Advances in Multiresolution for Geometric Modelling (Mathematics and Visualization)Springer, 2004
Multiresolution methods in geometric modelling are concerned with the generation, representation, and manipulation of geometric objects at several levels of detail. Applications include fast visualization and rendering as well as coding, compression, and digital transmission of 3D geometric objects.

This book marks the culmination of the...
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